Faculty of PE Sport Health and Well Being
Raising aspirations through PE and sport

OCR A Level PE Summer Work 2021
Congratulations on joing our A Level PE course!
The following tasks are designed to get you thinking about our course, content and how you will be assessed during it.
We look forward to working hard with you in September.
Have a great summer!
Please send on all completed work to r.moxon@tuptonhall.org.uk

Learner Task 1
OCR’s A Level in Physical Education (H555)
Please locate the OCR exam specification for our A level course. Download a copy of it and then please print it
out and set up your own A level PE folder.
Learner Task: Now spend some time familiarising yourself with the exam specification in order to complete
the following questions.
Answer the following questions….
Question 1 How many exams will you take at the end of the course?
Question 2 What are the weightings/percentages for each exam paper?
Question 3 Is there any Non Examined Assessments or coursework in the A Level PE course?
Question 4 What is topic title for 1.1a, 1.2 and 2.1?
Question 5 How many different sports are allowed to be used for this A level? Is you sport on the list?

Learner Task 2
Self Analysis Task or EAPI.
Watch this clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxvGC4AeoWI&feature=youtu.be
EAPI is a crucial part of the course and
requires you to be able to observe and
analyse a performance. I want you to have
a go at analysing yourself!
Using the ‘Self Review’ template can you
imagine that you have just observed
yourself in your favoured sporting activity.
Now complete the writing frame detailing
your ability by telling us about your levels of
skill. fitness (including your physical
attributes) and tactical understanding of
your sport. Try to add 2 examples for skill
strength and skill weakness and 2
positives/negatives for fitness and so on…

Learner Task 3 Practical NEA
Can you now click on the link below to the section of the A Level PE specification known as NEA Guidance. We are keen
to know a little bit about you in terms of your chosen sport in which you intent using for this A level. What I need is to
gauge how good you are according to the view of you, your PE teacher and or coach.
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234840-guide-to-non-exam-assessment-as-and-a-level.pdf
What we require is that you complete the Practical This will require getting in touch with your PE Teacher from school
or your coach from your club to then provide you with a practical score out of 30.
If you can then complete the log of participation, standard of play and player position details too.
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Final Learner Task
Create or find a blank image of the body and label the following muscles.
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